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1 Introduction
Synthetic data are simulated data generated from statistical models. They are
designed to protect the confidentiality of the people and firms in the underlying
confidential data. The basic ideas can be traced back to Little [1] and Rubin [2].
Multiple imputation is often used for data that are missing due to non-response
or some other feature of the data collection process that is outside of the data
collector’s control. In contrast, synthetic data for confidentiality protection scales
this idea up to the entire dataset–explicitly replacing some or all observed data
with model-generated data in order to protect the confidentiality of the under-
lying responding units. Whether used to address missing data, confidentiality
protection or both, the methods share the goal of allowing users to obtain esti-
mates with known statistical properties of at least some population parameters
of interest.1
Synthetic microdata have been used to provide access to detailed confiden-
tial datasets in a secure fashion, and thus are also linked to a broader discus-
sion of how best to provide access to such datasets to researchers [4–7]. Other
methods include access to confidential microdata in secure data enclaves (e.g.,
research data centers of the U.S. Federal Statistical System, of the German Fed-
eral Employment Agency, others), and via remote submission system. Remote
submission systems often provide researchers with test data, sometimes also
called “synthetic data”, so they can prepare analysis code for remote submis-
sion on their local computers. Such test data differ from the synthetic data in
this overview in that they explicitly make no claim of statistical validity of any
inferences made from the synthetic data.
In contrast to the many public-use microdata samples available for individual
and household data from many statistical agencies around the world, there are
virtually no establishment or firm microdata available. In large part, this diffi-
culty in providing access to business microdata is due to the skewed and sparse
distributions that characterize business data. In 2013, we organized a session
at the World Statistical Congress2 to highlight work on synthetic establishment
microdata, subsequently published in this journal [8–12].
As a follow-up, we organized similar sessions at the 2015 World Statistical
Congress3, and at the 2015 Joint Statistical Meetings4. This overview, and the
additional articles in this issue, stem from those sessions.
2 Synthetic Longitudinal Business Database
In the United States, a key research file in the secure data enclaves of the
U.S. federal statistical system is the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD)
1 See [3] for a review of the theory and applications of the synthetic data methodology
2 2013 World Statistical Congress: http://2013.isiproceedings.org/, accessed Dec
20, 2015
3 http://www.isi2015.org/, accessed Dec 20, 2015
4 https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/, accessed December 20, 2015.
[13, 14], a longitudinally-linked version of the U.S. employer business register.
Using the LBD as the primary input, a synthetic dataset called the Synthetic
LBD (SynLBD) [15] was generated, and released to an easily web-accessible
computing environment [16] (a synthetic data set of a German business dataset
was released at about the same time [17]). In addition, the Business Dynam-
ics Statistics (BDS) are tabulated from the LBD, and protected using pri-
mary/complementary suppression techniques. The BDS were designed as public-
use data that explicitly tabulated some of the estimates needed to study phe-
nomena that cannot be studied with traditional tabulations (gross job creations
and destructions, which are an establishment-level concept). For instance, [18]
show that much job creation is driven by small and medium firms; however, in
the published BDS, many of the suppressed cells are for precisely those types
of firms and events. The article by Miranda and Vilhuber on “Using partially
synthetic microdata to protect sensitive cells in business statistics” describes a
potential use of the SynLBD for publishing tabulations for precisely those small
cells, and thus potentially improving the analytical quality of the published
statistics, without increasing confidentiality risk.5 While their final conclusion is
tentative until newer work on improving the SynLBD is made available [11], the
method proposed is very much in the spirit of the original Rubin ideas [2]. Their
work is also part of a broader effort to make consistently generated synthetic
establishment microdata available.
The modeling strategy used for the SynLBD does not constrain the result-
ing synthetic data to match marginals in the confidential data. Wei and Reiter
address this issue in “Releasing Synthetic Magnitude Microdata Constrained to
Fixed Marginal Totals.” By using mixtures of Poisson distributions, they can
guarantee that the synthetic data, drawn from the posterior predictive distri-
bution of the model, sum to the marginal totals produced from the confidential
data, and illustrate this on dataset on manufacturing establishments.
3 Strengthening the protection mechanisms
McClure and Reiter’s article “Assessing Disclosure Risks for Synthetic Data with
Arbitrary Intruder Knowledge” investigates disclosure risks for synthetic data
under different levels of intruder knowledge. Using simulation studies, they use
Bayesian posterior probabilities to compute disclosure risks. They show that, in
their studies, risks appear low for ordinary records but are higher for unusual
records. They also show how intruders’ abilities to infer about confidential values
lessen with decreasing intruder information.
One of the scenarios considered by McClure and Reiter, when the intruder
knows every data point but one, is closely related to the assumptions in differ-
ential privacy mechanisms. Schmutte, in “Differentially Private Publication of
Data on Wages and Job Mobility,” explicitly considers a differentially private
publication mechanism for business-level statistics, and investigates the tradeoff
5 Preliminary results from the same research effort were presented in [19]
between the privacy guaranteed to individuals present in the population, and
the accuracy of the released statistics. He characterizes the realized tradeoff in
generated data, but also finds, as in other cases, that model inference in the
differentially-private synthetic data is poor when the analysis model is unconge-
nial [20] to the model generating the synthetic data. This point has been made
in other contexts as well [7].
Finally, the article by Abowd and McKinney on “Noise Infusion as a Con-
fidentiality Protection Measure for Graph-Based Statistics,” while not formally
on synthetic data models, addresses an issue quite prevalent in the analysis of
linked data that includes establishments: how to publish information for graph-
based statistics, for instance for flows of workers between establishments. Their
solution leverages an existing noise-infusion protection mechanism [21], and ex-
tends it to the protection of the statistics generated from the projection of the
employer-employee graph onto a single set of nodes. However, similar to the
synthetic data models, no data on actual respondents are ever published. The
method proposed here is used to protect the U.S. Census Bureau’s newly released
Job-to-Job flows [22].
4 Conclusions
Synthetic data methods and related protection mechanisms are an important
part in the toolkit of agencies seeking to disseminate microdata. While applied
in this context to establishment and firm data, synthetic data methods are valu-
able in the context of person and household data as well [23, 24]. The aforemen-
tioned SIPP Synthetic Beta file (SSB) [25] is one particular example of synthetic
data in a feedback loop, and the provision of synthetic data for custom extracts
from the England and Wales Longitudinal Study (ONS LS), Scottish Longitu-
dinal Study (SLS) and Northern Ireland Longitudinal Study (NILS) as part of
the Synthetic Data Estimation for UK Longitudinal Studies (SYLLS) project is
another6. The next step of creating even stronger privacy guarantees for syn-
thetic data, through the use of differentially private mechanisms, as evidenced
by two papers in this issue, as well as ongoing work on validation (such as the
Synthetic Data Server (SDS), [16]) and verification servers [26], is expected to
make additional microdata available to researchers from an increasing number
of sources.
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